
What is good digital design?



Good digital design =  
effec3ve communica3on = 
appropriate typography. 
Just like print design :)



Most good type rules apply 
equally to the web or print: 
Can I read it? Is it actually legible? 
Do I want to read it? Did the 
designer make it comfortable and 
engaging to read?



Typography exists to honor content. 
–Robert Bringhurst



The Elements of Typographic Style

https://typographica.org/typography-books/the-elements-of-typographic-style-4th-edition/

Hoefler & Frere-Jones have called Elements “the finest book ever written about typography”.

The Elements of Typographic Style, Version 4.0



Richard Rutter, Brighton, December 2005.

See link on class blog:


http://webtypography.net/toc/



Does the typeface  
suit the medium? 
Typefaces are being designed 
specifically for digital use 
Good web fonts are readily 
available, so there’s no excuse for 
bad typography
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Do I want to read it? 
Does the personality of the 
typeface suit the brand and the 
message?

Is it designed for a specific target audience



pitchfork.com 
vice.com 
esquire.com

Is it designed for a specific target audience

http://pitchfork.com
https://news.vice.com/en_ca
https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/a26600359/neverland-ranch-for-sale-details/


What 10 factors  
affect readability?
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Using type styles to create hierarchy 
Hierarchy can be created with  
type size, type placement (e.g. 
indents and margins), type colour, 
type styles (bold, italic, etc.),  
glyphs and rules



Too liWle hierarchy  
makes a page flat and hard to 
navigate, leaving the reader 
bored or discouraged.



Too much hierarchy  
makes a page too busy, leaving 
the reader overwhelmed.



wired.com 
ny3mes.com 
newyorker.com

Striking the right balance with hierarchy

https://www.wired.com/story/mirrorworld-ar-next-big-tech-platform/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/26/magazine/psychics-skeptics-facebook.html
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/03/04/are-robots-competing-for-your-job


Line length:  
am I anywhere near Route 66? 
Line lengths are trending down 
Online we’re seeing line lengths 
of 55-80 characters  
(10-15 words).
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http://thegreatdiscontent.com/interview/lisa-congdon-clay-walsh


Contrast and colour 
Not enough contrast makes a 
page flat and sometimes hard to 
read, e.g. light grey text on white, 
or a page where everything is 
black on white with no variation.



aneventapart.com

An Event Apart demonstrates the readability of a subdued color scheme.

https://aneventapart.com/news/post/paint-the-picture-not-the-frame-how-browsers-provide-everything-users-need


Too much contrast makes a page 
too busy and equally hard to read, 
e.g. solid black text on white may 
be tiring on the eye, or a page with 
so much variation the eye feels 
overwhelmed



USA Today circa 2015



USA Today—today







 circa 2015









Leading: in digital “leading” is  
“line height” 
Designers love leading, but do 
they read the type? 
In print or digital, leading is 
relative to measure: the longer the 
line, the more leading required.



bustle.com 
theguardian.com

An Event Apart demonstrates the readability of a subdued color scheme.

https://www.bustle.com/p/jordyn-woods-red-table-talk-with-jada-pinkett-smith-addressed-the-unfair-way-black-women-are-treated-by-the-media-16440860
http://theguardian.com


In digital, type size and line height can 
be measured in points, ems, rem units, 
or as a percentage value.  

150% is considered standard line 
height in digital i.e. 10pt/15pt, 
although it seems to be trending down. 
175% looks pretty, but is less readable.



Tracking 
Digital and print are generally not tracked 
the same. Web type often needs more 
tracking than print.  

As in print, reversed out type and smaller 
type generally need more tracking. For 
larger type, negative tracking may 
sometimes be required.



hunterboots.com

Hunter uses more tracking than most

https://www.hunterboots.com/ca/en_ca/womens-tall-rain-boots/womens-original-play-tall-rain-boots/pink/5391


If you’re buying web fonts they 
should not need adjustment, unless 
you are using them out of context. 
If you’re adding tracking for effect, 
only do it in small doses.



Type length 
The longer the article, the more you 
will need to do to keep the reader’s 
attention 
This can be achieved with some of the 
same techniques as print. Having a 
single text column can be more limiting 
Consider pull-quotes, imagery, video…









Watch and learn 

Be curious: use the web 
developer tools in your 
browser to see what good 
designs are made of.



Look for trends, patterns and 
relationships: keep notes on 
relationships that work.  
Figure out why they work. 
Look out for pitfalls to avoid.



Done talking :)


